
Size :
102.5(W) × 102.5(H) × 258(D) mm

Connector :
(Unit:mm)

Starvis 4K P-Iris Auto Focus Infrared AI SMART Networking Camera
AmbarellaSoc, supporting AI hardware

LILIN's Exclusive AIDA Edge AI Deep Learning Recognition 

Service

LILIN's Exclusive Smart Event

Human Vehicle Identification

Support directionality warning lines, different warning zones, 

and times count alarm triggering function.

Support AI Plug-in extensions and provides complete SDK 

for third-party integration purposes.

LILIN's exclusive Smart Codes with low-frequency broad 

compressor

Support Onvif Profile S and Profile T

Ultra Starvis HD 8M megapixel CMOS image sensor with 

HDR  function up to 120dB

P-Iris support with zoom autofocus

High-efficiency infrared LED, projection distance up to 40 M

Vandal-proof IK10-rated and Water-proof IP68 rated

Sony StarvisAPI Intergation Smart Codec H.265
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AI Software Specification

Video Resolution 4K (3840 x 2160) and 2MP (1920 x 1080)

No. of detectable objects Detects up to 24 objects simultaneously during the day, with an accuracy of over 98%
Detects up to 24 objects simultaneously during the night, with an accuracy of over 93%

Identify confidence filter rate Support confidence threshold value function, providing 1~100% confidence adjustment

Warning Area Support up to 4 warning zones and areas. Each zone is available to identify each 
object independently. Each independent incident can be triggered after an object 
is detected in the warning zones and/or area.

Support to display the resolution size of the current object in the WEB.Resolution 

Counter Function Support up to 8 hardware digital counter
Support software virtual counter function
Support counter function within the area

Confidence rate adjustable Minimum pixel size 120 x 120

Supported objects person standing, person on knees, person wearing hat, person wearing umbrella, 
person sitting on bench
bicycle, car, motobike, aeroplane, bus, train, truck, boat, tuktuk, trailer, pickup, 
fire_engine, SUV, van, police_car, ambulance, bulldozer, stacker, excavator, tanker

possible to trigger camera virtual input (4 set available) 
possible to display car plate on LILIN IP LED display
possible to display car plate on specific channel of navigator 
possible to trigger iobox specific digital output
possible to trigger specific NVR digital output
possible to trigger specific camera digital output via http post

Possible trigger actions

Object Recognition Angle Support 15° rotation angle, 45° tilt angle, and 45° dip angle

Object size filter Supports object size filtering function, providing 1~100% screen ratio adjustment

Detection Area

01AI：Camera Aida Restricted Area Detection 
02AI：Camera Aida Mask Detection
03AI：Camera Aida People & Car Counting for Premises Capacity 
04AI：Camera Aida Helmet Detection
05AI：Camera Aida Fire and Smoke Detections
06AI：Camera Aida Number Plate Recognition
07AI：Camera Aida Number Plate Recognition with Car Make Recognition for Parking Violation

API Integration
LILIN Edge Human and Vehicle 
recognition camera provide a complete 
HTTP API SDK integration, which can 
export the data to third-party right after 
the recognition. Completion of integrated 
various platforms and fields.

Smart Event
LILIN Edge Human and Vehicle 
Recognition Camera with built-in Smart 
Event support with intelligent logic. 
Manage to combine different incidents, 
for instance : AI Image Detection, 
Digital Input, CGI Input, and so on. 
With logic intelligence arrangement, it 
generated the different types of input 
to accomplish the applications.

LILIN Plugin

Smart Codec
LILIN AI Edge Human and Vehicle 
Recognition Camera exclusively uses 
Smart Codec, which can adjust the 
image quality and width. This system 
targeting on certain area or object to 
keep the standard of the image 
quality, while the rest of the area will 
be kept at a low-resolution image. 
Significantly reduces the requirement 
for image transmission.

AI Edge Computing Camera Series

Video System Integration Support LILIN NAV VMS and LILIN NVR incidents search and playback.

Object Trigger Support to triggered action selected objects
Object Filtration Support objects detection action on selected objects

LILIN AI Edge Human and Vehicle 
Recognition Camera built-in AI 
engine, which supporting Yolo, SSD, 
Mobilenet, and other deep learning 
frameworks. SDK is available for 
second-stage development 
applications usage.

Maximum Frame Rate 6 FPS

Detection warning zone: Provide 6 control points to change the shape of the 
detection zone setting
Detection warning line: Provide 4 control points that can freely shape multi-edge 
detection area settings, it can set the detection direction too
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